Radpay’s CryptoClick Is An Innovative New Patent-Pending Blockchain-Based
Solution For Ecommerce And Digital Wallets
CryptoClick Addresses Trillion Dollar Cart Abandonment Problem For Ecommerce Merchants; Radpay
Continues To Build Patent Portfolio Around Alternative Payment Rails And Digital Wallet Usability

PHOENIX, September 4, 2019 -- (BusinessWire) -- Radpay, an Arizona-based decentralized global
payment processing company reimagining payments and rewards, today announced the development of
CryptoClick™, a revolutionary new patent-pending ecommerce technology. CryptoClick addresses
ecommerce shopping cart abandonment, a trillion dollar problem for ecommerce sites. CryptoClick
follows the earlier launch of Radpay’s SpeedPath™ solution for upscale retailers and restaurants, and
amplifies Radpay’s novel innovations in the development of modernized payment solutions.
Ecommerce is a nearly $3 trillion business globally, and more than $500 billion of that is spent in the
United States. When an ecommerce transaction is started but not finished, the industry refers to that
transaction as abandoned, or calls it an abandoned shopping cart. According to recent analysis by the
Baymard Institute of 41 different studies of ecommerce sites, 69.57% of online shopping carts are
abandoned.
“Radpay has a solution for the high rate of cart abandonment seen in ecommerce sites. We call it
CryptoClick,” commented Radpay’s co-founder and CEO, Dana Love, PhD. “CryptoClick greatly
streamlines the order completion process by using our patent-pending solution, allowing customers
with Radpay to use a digital wallet for their ecommerce site to similar advantage as Amazon’s industry
pioneering 1-Click.”
Data from industry analyst Internet Retailer and the U.S. Department of Commerce estimate that
American consumers spent $513.61 billion online in 2018, up 14.2% from 2017. Globally, consumers
purchased $2.86 trillion on the web in 2018, according to projections from industry analyst Digital
Commerce 360.
Analysis done by Baymard showed that a compulsory account creation process and an overly
complicated checkout process were the number two and three reasons for cart abandonment. They
suggested that reducing the number of form fields could boost completion of the buying process by
more than 120 percent.
“Radpay aims to speed the ability for consumers to make fast, efficient buying choices by removing as
much friction as possible from ecommerce transactions. We’re working to be a top partner to retailers
in every area of commerce,” said Love. Radpay’s co-founder and CTO Jared Stauffer noted that
“CryptoClick and Radpay’s underlying payments and user management engines go a long way toward
optimizing a frictionless environment between crypto wallets or other digital wallets and ecommerce
sites.”
Depending on a merchant’s type of business, Radpay can improve net margin by as much as 200% using
our patent-pending merchant card payment solution. Radpay has more than two dozen inventions
which blend blockchain (Ethereum Plasma) with PCI-compliant card payment infrastructure and mobile
devices to merge convenience, security, and transparency. Radpay works in both card present and card

not present environments, which means retail merchants, ecommerce merchants, mobile merchants,
call centers, and app developers can all access and benefit from Radpay's rewards system, transactional
engine, and value.
For more information about Radpay’s CryptoClick, visit https://www.radpay.com/cryptoclick.html. For
more information about Radpay, connect with us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/radpay/
or visit https://www.radpay.com.

About Radpay
Radpay is a Phoenix-based startup changing the $32 trillion global card payment processing industry.
Radpay does this with a patent-pending merchant card payment solution: more than two dozen
inventions which blend distributed ledger technology with PCI-compliant card payment infrastructure
and mobile devices to merge convenience, security, and transparency. Based on Ethereum, Radpay is a
blockchain-based peer-to-peer payment processing and reward framework, where peers may be
merchants, consumers, banks, or enterprises. Learn more at https://www.radpay.com.
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